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Abstract: In this paper, a kernel fuzzy discriminant analysis minimum distance-based approach for the classifi-
cation of face images is proposed to deal with face classification problem (we call this method mdkfda/qr as an
abbreviation). A superiority of the mdkfda/qr is its computational efficiency and can avoid the singularity. In
the proposed method, the membership degree is incorporated into the definition of between-class and within-class
scatter matrixes to get fuzzy between-class and within-class scatter matrixes. The mdkfda/qr approach was com-
pared with kernel discriminant analysis (KDA) and fuzzy discriminant analysis (FDA) two algorithms in terms of
classification accuracy. Experiments on ORL and FERET two real face datasets are performed to test and evaluate
the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm on classification accuracy. The results show that the effect of mdkfda/qr
method can achieve higher classification accuracy than KDA and FDA methods.
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1 Introduction

Linear discriminant analysis (LDA) is one of the most
popular linear projection techniques for feature ex-
traction. LDA seeking optimal linear projections such
that the Fisher criterion of the between-class scatter
versus the within-class scatter is maximized, also is a
one of the most well-known statistical technique for
feature extraction and dimension reduction [1]. Due
to the singularity of within-class scatter matrix, it can-
not be applied directly to small size sample problems
[2]. In order to use LDA for small size sample prob-
lems such as face recognition, much research work
has been obtained [3-8]. In addition, several exten-
sions of LDA [9-13] have been developed concerning
robustness issue. The most popular approach, Fisher
face was build by D.L. Swets et al. [6] and Bel-
humeur et.al. [7], in which principal component anal-
ysis (PCA) is first used to reduce the dimension of the
original (feature) space and then the classical Fisher
linear discriminant analysis (FLDA) is applied in re-
duction dimension space. A limitation of Fisher face
is that some effective discriminatory information may
be lost and use PCA step cannot guarantee the trans-
formed within-class scatter matrix be nonsingular.

Kernel-based learning methods have attracted
much attention in the areas of pattern recognition
and machine learning, such as support vector ma-
chines (SVM) [14], kernel principal component anal-
ysis (KPCA) [15], kernel canonical correlation anal-

ysis (KCCA) [16]. Mika et al. [17] proposed ker-
nel discriminant analysis (KDA) for two-class cases.
Yang et al. [18] further discussed kernel Fisher dis-
criminant analysis and pointed out that kernel Fisher
discriminant analysis is equivalent to kernel princi-
pal component analysis plus Fisher linear discrimi-
nant analysis. Hence, for high-dimensional multiclass
tasks such as faces recognition, the original KDA-
based algorithms usually encounter three difficulties:
the first is the singularity problem caused by the small
size sample problems. The second is that the Fisher
separability criterion is not directly related to classi-
fication rate, that is to say the classes with larger dis-
tance to each other in feature space are more empha-
sized when the Fisher criterion is optimized, which
leads that the resulting projection preserves the dis-
tance of already well separated classes, causing a large
overlap of neighboring classes [4]. The third is that
these algorithms still face the computational difficulty
of the eigen-decomposition of matrices in the high-
dimensional space. For the above mentioned three
problems in many applications, it is necessary to de-
velop new and more effective algorithm to deal with
them.

Recently, Dai et al. [19-20], Zhou and Tang [21-
22] presented kernel-weighted discriminant analysis
by generalizing the fractional LDA [23]. The main
methods in [21-22] are the simultaneous digitalization
technique for tackling the small size sample problems.
By taking advantage of the technology of fuzzy sets
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[24], some studies have been carried out for fuzzy pat-
tern recognition [25-26].

Inspired and motivated by above mentioned, we
extend fuzzy Fisher discriminant analysis (FDA) with
minimum distance obtain kernel fuzzy discriminant
analysis approach mdkfda/qr, which based on QR de-
composition. Since QR decomposition on a small size
matrix is adopted, a superiority of our method is its
computational efficiency and can avoid the singular-
ity. In the proposed method, the membership degree is
incorporated into the definition of between-class and
within-class scatter matrixes to get fuzzy between-
class and within-class scatter matrixes.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The
KDA and FDA are briefly introduced and discussed
in Section 2. The detailed description of mdkfda/qr
approach is presented in Section 3. In Section 4, to
demonstrate the effectiveness of our method, we com-
pare mdkfda/qr with some known algorithms. Con-
clusions are summarized in Section 5.

2 Review of KDA and FDA

2.1. KDA
Kernel discriminant analysis (KDA) is a kernel

version of LDA to deal with the feature extraction and
classification of nonlinear characteristics. The basic
idea of KDA is to firstly project original patterns into a
high-dimensional feature space F by an implicit non-
linear mapping ϕ : Rn → F : x → Φ(x) and then to
use LDA in feature space F.

Let us consider a set of m training samples
{x1, x2, · · · , xm} taking values in an n dimensional
space. Let L be the number of classes and mi the
number of training samples in the i-th class, i =

1, · · · , L. Obviously, m =
∑L

i=1mi. In general, the
Fisher criterion [18] can be defined as

max
v

J(v) =
vTSϕ

b v

vTSϕ
t v

, (1)

where Sϕ
b = 1

m

∑L
i=1mi(m

ϕ
i −mϕ

0 )(m
ϕ
i −mϕ

0 )
T and

Sϕ
t = 1

m

∑m
i=1(ϕ(xi) − mϕ

0 )(ϕ(xi) − mϕ
0 )

T are the
between-class and total scatter matrixes defined in the
feature space F, respectively, where mϕ

i is the mean
vector of the mapped training samples in the i-th class
and mϕ

0 is the mean vector of all mapped training
samples. The optimization problem (1) can be trans-
formed into the following eigenvalue problem:

Sϕ
b v = λSϕ

t v. (2)

Let Φ(X) = [ϕ(x1), · · · , ϕ(xm)] and k : Rn ×
Rn → R be a kernel function. The kernel matrix

K = (kij) ∈ Rm×m corresponded to the kernel k can
be defined by kij = k(xi, xj) =< ϕ(xi), ϕ(xj) >,
where ϕ : Rn → F is a feature map and F is
a feature space of the kernel k. It is evident that
K = Φ(X)TΦ(X). For any j ∈ {1, · · · ,m}, let
ϕ̃(xj) = ϕ(xj) − 1

m

∑m
i=1 ϕ(xi) be the centered

mapped data and Φ̃(X) = [ϕ̃(x1), · · · , ϕ̃(xm)] =
Φ(X)(I − 1m×m/m), where I is a m × m identity
matrix and 1m×m is a m×m matrix of all ones. The
inner product matrix K̃ for the centered mapped data
can be obtained by

K̃ = Φ̃(X)T Φ̃(X)
= (I − 1m×m/m)TK(I − 1m×m/m).

(3)

According to the reproducing kernel theory [15], the
eigenvector v lies in the span of {ϕ̃(x1), · · · , ϕ̃(xm)}
and then there exist coefficients ai, (i = 1, 2, · · · ,m)
such that

v =
∑m

i=1 aiϕ̃(xi) = Φ̃(X)a, (4)

where a = (a1, · · · , am)T . Let W =
diag(s1, · · · , sj , · · · , sL), where sj is a mj×mj ma-
trix whose elements are 1/mj . Substituting (4) into
(1), we can obtain the following equation:

max
a

J(a) =
aT K̃WK̃a

aT K̃K̃a
. (5)

Generally speaking, the vector a1 corresponding to
the maximal value of J(a) is the optimal discriminant
direction. However, in some cases, it is not enough
to only use one optimal discriminant direction to fea-
ture extraction. Hence, it is often necessary to obtain t
(t > 1) optimal discriminant directions. Assume that
a1, · · · , at are t optimal discriminant directions and
A = [a1, a2, · · · , at]. Then A should satisfy

A = argmax
A

tr(
ATS′

bA

ATS′
tA

), (6)

where S′
b = K̃WK̃, S′

t = K̃K̃, and tr(·) denotes the
trace of matrices. The optimization problem (6) can
be transformed into the following generalized eigen-
value problems:

S′
ba = λS′

ta. (7)

The solution of Eq. (7) can be obtained by solv-
ing the generalized eigenvalue problem. Suppose that
λ1, λ2, · · · , λt are the t largest eigenvalues of the Eq.
(7) sorted in descending order and a1, · · · , at are the
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corresponding eigenvectors. The KDA transform ma-
trix can obtained by using Eq. (8).

V = [v1, · · · , vt] = Φ̃(X)[a1, · · · , at]
= Φ̃(X)A.

(8)

For any input vector x, its low dimension feature rep-
resentation yx can be defined by

yx = V T ϕ̃(x)

= AT Φ̃(X)T ϕ̃(x)

= AT (k̃(x1, x), · · · , k̃(xm, x))T .

(9)

2.2. FDA
In [26], Kwark et al. proposed the fuzzy fisher

face approach for recognition by fuzzy set. Given
a set of feature vectors. X = {x1, x2, · · · , xm},
L is known pattern classes X1, X2, · · · , XL. mi is
the number of training samples of class i and sat-
isfies m =

∑L
i=1mi, M0 = (1/m)

∑L
i=1 xi. A

fuzzy L-class partition of these vectors specifies the
degree of membership of each vector to the classes.
The membership matrix [uij ](i = 1, 2, · · · , L, j =
1, 2, · · · ,m) can be got by FKNN [24]. Taking into
account the membership grades, the mean vector of
each class Mi is calculated as follows:

Mi =

∑m
j=1 uijxj∑m
j=1 uij

. (10)

The between-class fuzzy scatter matrix SFb and
within-class fuzzy scatter matrix SFw incorporate the
membership values in their calculations.

SFb =
1

m

L∑
i=1

mi(Mi −M0)(Mi −M0)
T . (11)

SFw =
1

m

L∑
i=1

mi∑
j=1

(xji −Mi)(x
j
i −Mi)

T . (12)

The optimal fuzzy projection matrix W of fuzzy fisher
face follows the expression:

W = argmax
W

|W TSFbW |
|W TSFwW |

. (13)

Finally, PCA plus fuzzy LDA is used in small size
sample cases.

3 mdkfda/qr algorithm

FDA is linear learning approach and it cannot deal
with nonlinear problem. In order to solve this prob-
lem, we introduce minimum distance-based weighted

LDA and kernel skill into FDA to obtain mdkfda/qr.
The main idea of mdkfda/qr is that original samples
are projected firstly into a feature space of a ker-
nel function by an implicit feature mapping and then
use minimum distance-based weighted LDA, where
the between-class fuzzy scatter matrix in the feature
space is defined by pairwise weighted functions. In
minimum distance-based weighted LDA, the QR de-
composition is used to find low dimensional nonlinear
feature with significant discrimination power, respec-
tively.
3.1. Minimum distance

Let X = [X1, X2, · · · , Xp]
T , which have p fea-

tures, xi = [xi1, xi2, · · · , xip]T , (i = 1, 2, · · · , n) are
n samples. Every sample can be seen a point with p-
dimension space. In here, let d(xi, xj) is the distance
between xi and xj , where xi and xj are samples. The
definition of minimum distance as follows:

d(xi, xj) = min
1≤k≤p

|xik − xjk|.

where i = 1, 2, · · · , n, k = 1, 2, · · · , p.
3.2. Fuzzy K-nearest neighbor (FKNN)

In our method, fuzzy membership degree and
each class center are obtained through FKNN [24]
algorithm. With FKNN algorithm, the computations
of the membership degree can be realized through a
sequence of steps:
Step 1: Compute the minimum distance matrix of
feature vectors in training set.
Step 2: Set diagonal elements of this minimum
distance matrix to infinity.
Step 3: Sort the distance matrix (treat each of its
columns separately) in an ascending order. Collect
the corresponding class labels of the patterns located
in the closest neighborhood of the pattern under con-
sideration (as we are concerned with ”k” neighbors,
this returns a list of ”k” integers).
Step 4: Compute the membership degree to class ”i”
for j-th pattern using the expression proposed in the
literature [24].

uij =


0.51 + 0.49× (nij/k),if i=the same as the
j-th label of the pattern.
0.49× (nij/k),if i ̸= the same as the
j-th label of the pattern.

In the above expression nij stands for the number of
the neighbors of the j-th patter that belong to the i-
th class. As usual, uij satisfies two obvious proper-
ties:

∑L
i=1 uij = 1, 0 <

∑m
j=1 uij < N. Therefore,

the fuzzy membership matrix U can be achieved with
the help of FKNN. U = [uij ], (i = 1, 2, · · · , L, j =
1, 2, · · · ,m).
3.3. Weighted schemes
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In order to obtain a modified criterion that it is
more closely related to classification error, weighted
schemes can be introduced into the traditional Fisher
criterion to penalize the classes that are close in the
feature space and then lead to potential misclassifica-
tions in the output space.

Let d0 = dϕ(Mϕ
i ,M

ϕ
0 ) be distance between

the mean of class i and the mean of total. w(·) be
a weighted function, which is usually a monotoni-
cally decreasing function. D = dϕ(M̃ϕ

i , M̃
ϕ
0 ) The

weighted between-class fuzzy scatter of the centered
samples in the feature space F can be defined as
follows:

Sϕw
Fb =

1

m

L∑
i=1

miw(d0)(M̃
ϕ
i − M̃ϕ

0 )(M̃
ϕ
i − M̃ϕ

0 )
T ,

where w(d0) = (D)−q and q ≥ 2. If w(·) =

1, the matrix Sϕw
Fb will degenerate to the matrix

Sϕ
Fb = 1

m

∑L
i=1mi(M

ϕ
i − Mϕ

0 )(M
ϕ
i − Mϕ

0 )
T . In

this paper, we use the Euclidean distance. Since
M̃ϕ

0 = 0 and M̃ϕ
i = Φ̃(X)UT ei, where ei =

[0, · · · , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
0+···+i−1

, 1︸︷︷︸
i

, 0, · · · , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
L−i

]T , we have

d0 = dϕ(M̃ϕ
i , M̃

ϕ
0 ) =

√
(M̃ϕ

i )
T (M̃ϕ

i )

=

√
eiTU Φ̃(X)T Φ̃(X)UT ei

=

√
eiTUK̃UT ei.

Putting di =

√
eiTUK̃UT ei, we can deduce that

Sϕw
Fb =

1

m

L∑
i=1

miw(d0)(M̃
ϕ
i )(M̃

ϕ
i )

T

=
1

m
Φ̃(X)UTHU Φ̃(X)T ,

Sϕ
Ft =

1

m

m∑
j=1

(ϕ(xj)−Mϕ
0 )(ϕ(xj)−Mϕ

0 )
T

=
1

m
Φ̃(X)EΦ̃(X)T

=
1

m
Φ̃(X)Φ̃(X)T ,

where H = diag(m1d
−q
1 , · · · ,mjd

−q
j , · · · ,mLd

−q
L ),

Ej = [0, · · · , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
0+···+j−1

, 1︸︷︷︸
j

, 0, · · · , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
m−j

]T . Therefore, the op-

timal transform matrix V ϕ can be obtained by maxi-
mizing the following Fisher criterion:

V ϕ = argmax
V ϕ

tr(
V ϕTSϕw

Fb V
ϕ

V ϕTSϕ
FtV

ϕ
). (14)

By means of the kernel trick, the optimization prob-
lem (14) can be transformed to the following opti-
mization problem:

Ã = argmax
Ã

tr(
ÃTSBÃ

ÃTSTÃ
), (15)

where V ϕ = Φ̃(X)Ã, SB = K̃UTHUK̃ ∈ Rm×m

and ST = K̃K̃ ∈ Rm×m. In order to solve the prob-
lem (15), we considered two stages: the first stage is
to maximize the pseudo between-class scatter matrix
SB by QR method and the second stage is to solve a
generalized eigenvalue problem. The key problem of
the first stage is to deal with the following optimiza-
tion problem:

Â = arg max
ÂT Â=I

tr(ÂTSBÂ). (16)

Since H is an L× L diagonal matrix, it is easy to de-
compose H into the form H = H1H

T
1 , where H1 =

diag(
√

m1d
−q
1 , · · · ,

√
mjd

−q
j , · · · ,

√
mLd

−q
L ),

is a L × L matrix. Consequently, SB =

(K̃UTH1)(K̃UTH1)
T = K1(K1)

T , where K1

is an m× L matrix.
In general, the number of classes is smaller than

the number of training samples. In this case, we can
easily prove that rank(SB) ≤ L−1. When L is much
smaller than the number of training samples, we can
apply QR technique to decompose K1 and obtain an
efficient method for solving kernel discriminant anal-
ysis. In fact, if K1 = (Q1 Q2)

(
R
0

)
is the QR de-

composition of K1, where R ∈ Rr×L is a row full
rank matrix, r = rank(SB) and Q1 ∈ Rm×r and
Q2 ∈ Rm×(m−r) are volumn orthogonal matrix, we
can verify that Q1 is a solution of the problem (16).

Theorem 1 For any orthogonal matrix G ∈ Rr×r,
Â = Q1G is a solution of the problem (16).

Proof: Since GTG = GGT = Ir and QT
1 Q1 = Ir,

we have (Q1G)T (Q1G) = Ir and

tr((Q1G)TSB(Q1G)) = tr(QT
1 SBQ1GGT )

= tr(QT
1 SBQ1),

which indicates that the conclusion is true.

Theorem 2 Let r = rank(SB) and K1 = Q1R

be the QR decomposition of K1. Let S̃T =

QT
1 STQ1, S̃B = QT

1 SBQ1 and G be a matrix whose
columns are the eigenvectors of (S̃B)−1S̃T corre-
sponding to the t largest eigenvalues. Then Q1G is
an optimal solution of the problem (12).
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Proof: By the QR decomposition of K1, we know
that S̃B = QT

1 SBQ1 = R1R
T
1 is nonsingular matrix.

According to the definition of the pseudo-inverse of a
matrix, we can deduce that

(SB)+ = (K1(K1)
T )+

= (
[
Q1 Q2

] [ RRT 0
0 0

] [
Q1 Q2

]T
)+

=
[
Q1 Q2

] [ (RRT )−1 0
0 0

] [
Q1 Q2

]T
and then

(SB)+STg = (
[
Q1 Q2

] [ (RRT )−1 0
0 0

]
[
Q1 Q2

]T
)STg = λg,

which is equivalent to[
(RRT )−1

0

]
QT

1 ST
[
Q1 Q2

] [ QT
1

QT
2

]
g

= λ

[
QT

1

QT
2

]
g.

Hence,

(RRT )−1QT
1 STQ1Q

T
1 g = (S̃B)−1S̃TQT

1 g = λQT
1 g,

which implies that QT
1 g, is a eigenvector of

(S̃B)−1S̃T corresponding to the eigenvalue λ. There-
fore, the conclusion of the theorem is true. By theo-
rem 3.2, we can obtain the following algorithm.
Algorithm 1 mdkfda/qr algorithm
(1) Compute the fuzzy membership matrix U in terms
of minimum distance;
(2) Select the kernel type and compute the kernel ma-
trix K and K̃;
(3) Calculate matrices SB = K̃UTHUK̃ =
(K̃UTH1)(K̃UTH1)

T = K1(K1)
T and ST = K̃K̃;

(4) Compute the QR decomposition of K1: K1 =

Q1R, let S̃T = QT
1 STQ1 and S̃B = QT

1 SBQ1;
(5) Compute the eigenvectors G, of the matrix
(S̃B)−1S̃T corresponding to the t largest eigenval-
ues, letÃ = Q1G;
(6) For any input vector x, its low dimensional feature
representation by mdkfda/qr is

yx = ÃT Φ̃(X)Tϕ(x)
= GTQT

1 (I − 1m×m/m)T

(k(x1, x), k(x2, x) · · · , k(xm, x))T .

4 Experiments and analysis

we evaluate the performance of mdkfda/qr algorithm
on face recognition task. The publicly available face

databases, namely ORL database and a subset of the
FERET database are used for experiments.

All experiments are performed on a PC (2.40
GHZ CPU, 2G RAM) with MATLAB 7.1. Because
training sets are obtained randomly in experiments.
Three discriminant analysis-based feature extraction
methods, namely the proposed mdkfda/qr, KDA [15]
and FDA [27] are tested and compared. For each of
the three methods, the face recognition procedure con-
sists of: (i) a feature extraction step where three kinds
of feature representation of each training or test sam-
ple are extracted by mdkfda/qr, KDA and FDA, re-
spectively; (ii) The nearest neighbor classifier is used.

It is known that proper selection of kernel func-
tion is important to achieve better performance in
kernel-based learning methods. Generally speaking,
there are two classes of widely used kernel functions:
polynomial kernel and Gaussian kernel. In order to
evaluate the effect and stable QR decomposition in
mdkfda/qr algorithm, we take into consideration poly-
nomial kernel (17) and Gaussian kernel (18).

k(x, y) = (x · y + 1)p. (17)

k(x, y) = exp(−∥x− y∥2/2σ2). (18)

The parameter p is set as 2, · · · , 6, and the parame-
ter σ is set as 6, · · · , 12, respectively. We then tested
the proposed mdkfda/qr, KDA and FDA with different
parameters p, σ, and q of weighting function.
4.1. Experiment on the ORL database

The ORL database contains 40 persons, each hav-
ing 10 different images. The images of the same per-
son are taken at different times under slightly vary-
ing lighting conditions and with various facial ex-
periments. Some people are captured with or with-
out glasses. The heads in images are slightly titled
or rotated. The images in the database are manually
cropped and recalled to 112 × 92. In order to reduce
the size of the image, we obtain the size of 28 × 23
pixels. So, the number of features of each character is
644. In the experiments, 8 images are randomly taken
from 10 images as training samples sets and the rest
are used testing sets. In order to make full use of the
available data and to evaluate the generalization power
of the algorithms more accurately, we adopt across-
validation strategy and run the system 30 times. Fig-
ure 1 shows several sample images of some persons
in ORL. The weighting function w(d0) = (D)−q was
used in the experiments. In ORL dataset, parameter
q = 2, and polynomial kernel were employed, the
result is shown in Figure 2. From Fig.2, we clear
to see that the proposed mdkfda/qr approach outper-
forms KDA and FDA in terms of the accuracy of clas-
sification. In addition, mdkfda/qr and KDA methods
are insensitive to the parameter p of the polynomial
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Fig.1. Sample images of some persons in the ORL database.
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Fig.2. Mean correct recognition rate curves with the polynomial

kernel on ORL database.

kernel function, meanwhile, mdkfda/qr method can
achieve the best recognition accuracy with the param-
eter p = 2. However, for FDA method, there is no
change according to the accuracy of classification.

In order to improve the performance of classifica-
tion and evaluate the effective of QR decomposition,
the Gaussian kernel with the parameters σ is set as
6, · · · , 12 and the q = 2 of weighted function (Viz.
w(d0) = (D)−2 are used in our experiments. The
experiment results are shown in Fig.3. According to
Fig.3, we found that the proposed mdkfda/qr approach
outperforms KDA and FDA in terms of the accuracy
of classification. In addition, for KDA method, as the
parameter σ rises, the recognition accuracy is declin-
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Fig.3. Mean correct recognition rate curves with the Gaussian

kernel on ORL database.

ing. But, there is no change in FDA approach accord-
ing to accuracy of classification. That is because there
is no parameter was used in FDA method. Meanwhile,
mdkfda/qr approach gives best result with σ = 6 in
terms of recognition accuracy.

In the following experiment, we will explore the
influence of different weighted functions. In order to
evaluate the weighted function w(d0) = (D)−q, (q ≥
2) also influence the accuracy of classification in md-
kfda/qr approach, we further compare the mdkfda/qr
method on the ORL database. The 2-polynomial ker-
nel (Viz. p = 2) and 6-Gaussian kernel (Viz. σ = 6)
were used in the experiments. The results are shown
in Table 1.

Table 1: Mean correct recognition rate (%) of md-
kfda/qr method on ORL (polynomial and Gaussian
kernels).

Parameter 2 4 6 8
p = 2 95.34 94.87 95.68 94.96
σ = 6 95.75 95.78 95.86 95.85

From Table 1, we can see that mdkfda/qr method
gives better results with Gaussian kernel than with
polynomial kernel in terms of correct recognition rate.
4.2.Experiment on a subset of FERET database

The FERET face database is a result of the
FERET program, which was sponsored by the US De-
partment of Defense through the DARPA Program. It
has become a standard database for testing and evalu-
ating state of the art face recognition algorithms. The
proposed method was tested on a subset of the FERET
database. This subset includes 1000 images of 200 in-
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dividuals (each individual has five images). This sub-
set involves variations in facial expression, illumina-
tion, and pose. In our experiment, the facial portion
of each original images was automatically cropped
images was resized to 20 × 20 pixels. We split the
whole database into two parts evenly, 2 images are
randomly taken from 5 images as training samples
sets and the rest are used testing sets. In order to
make full use of the available data and to evaluate the
generalization power of algorithms more accurately,
we adopt a across-validation strategy and run the sys-
tem thirty times. Figure 4 shows several sample im-
ages of some persons in FERET. The weighting func-

Fig.4. Sample images of some persons in FERET dataset.
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Fig.5. Mean correct recognition rate curves with the polynomial

kernel on FERET database.

tion w(d0) = (D)−q was used in the experiments.
In FERET dataset, parameter q = 2, and polynomial
kernel were employed, the result is shown in Figure 5.

According to Fig.5, we can see that the proposed
mdkfda/qr approach outperforms KDA and FDA in
terms of the accuracy of classification. In addition,
mdkfda/qr method is insensitive to the parameter p
of the polynomial kernel function, meanwhile, md-
kfda/qr method can achieve the best recognition ac-
curacy with the parameter p = 5. However, for FDA
method, there is no change according to the accuracy
of classification (Because there is no parameter was
used in FDA method). There is a huge difference be-
tween KDA and mdkfda/qr and FDA in terms of ac-
curacy of classification.

Similarly, in order to improve the performance of
classification, the Gaussian kernel with the parame-
ters σ is set as 6, · · · , 12 and the q = 2 of weighted
function (Viz. w(d0) = (D)−2 are used in our exper-
iments, and the results are shown in Fig.6.

Fig.6 shows that the proposed mdkfda/qr ap-
proach outperforms KDA and FDA in terms of the
accuracy of classification. In addition, for mdkfda/qr,
KDA and FDA methods are not insensitive to the pa-
rameter σ. There is a huge difference between KDA
and mdkfda/qr and FDA in terms of accuracy of clas-
sification.

In the following experiment, the 2-polynomial
kernel (Viz. p = 2) and 6-Gaussian kernel (Viz.
σ = 6) were used in the experiments. The results
are shown in Table 2.

From Table 2, we can see that mdkfda/qr method
gives better results with Gaussian kernel than with
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Fig.6. Mean correct recognition rate curves with the Gaussian

kernel on FERET database.
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Table 2: Mean correct recognition rate (%) of md-
kfda/qr method on FERET (polynomial and Gaussian
kernels).

Parameter 2 4 6 8
p = 2 48.19 50.15 52.20 51.20
σ = 6 50.08 50.15 51.25 52.30

polynomial kernel in terms of correct recognition rate.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we present a kernel fuzzy discrimi-
nant analysis minimum distance-based approach for
the classification of face images. This approach can
find lower dimensional nonlinear features with signifi-
cant discriminant power and can be viewed as a kernel
generalization of FDA. Experiments show that QR de-
composition is an efficient and effective step and then
mdkfda/qr algorithm is effective and feasible in real
world application. In order to compare mdkfda/qr,
FDA and KDA methods, we select different parame-
ters of kernel functions and weighted function. Exper-
imental result shows that the selection of parameters is
very important in terms of accuracy of classification.
For the ORL database and FERET database, Gaussian
kernel function is the best according to classification
rate. So, mdkfda/qr is more feasible than FDA and
KDA.

The future works on this subject will have to in-
vestigate the influence of parameter, distance and ker-
nel function in the face recognition problems.
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